We present a feature-based probabilistic map building algorithm which directly utilizes time and amplitude information of sonar in indoor environments. Utilizing additional amplitude-of-signal (AOS) obtained concurrently with time-of-flight (TOF), the amount of inclination of target can be directly calculated from a single echo, and the number of measurements can be greatly reduced with result similar to dense scanning. A set of target groups (set of hypothesized targets originated from one measurement) is used and refined by each measurement using an extended Kalman filter and Bayesian conditional probability. Experimental results in a real indoor environment are presented to show the validity of our algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, mobile robots are becoming more popular in the fields of industrial automation, service, etc. For the autonomous operation of mobile robots, intelligent sensor systems are needed to recognize environments, and map building (recognition of environment and maintenance of information) is a very basic and important process. Various sensors can be used such as vision, ultrasonic sensors, laser or infrared range finders. Among them, ultrasonic transducers are most widely used due to their low cost and simplicity.
In the majority of applications, ultrasonic transducers are used to measure time-of-flight (TOF) of the first echo to obtain the distance, given the speed of sound in air. It provides simple but accurate range information between sensor and reflector. Despite their simple and accurate range measurement, use of ultrasonic transducers in map building is plagued by a few shortcomings. First, due to an acoustical beam width of transducer, angular resolution of a single measurement is low in the order of 10 degrees. Second, at ultrasonic frequencies, most objects in ordinary environments are acoustically hard and reflect sound in the same way as mirrors reflect light. Consequently, only a small portion of reflector can be measured, and sometimes a phantom object may be detected by multiple specular reflections. The third problem is a crosstalk and speed of sound. To avoid misinterpretation by crosstalk, a multiple sensor system should use a waiting scheme that a firing is postponed until the effects of previous transmitted signals had vanished. Inevitably, it increases the sensing time linearly with the number of sensors and scans. Hence, it becomes a critical factor in limiting the speed of robot, despite the increased driving and computing power.
To solve the angular ambiguity in map building, there are two approaches: grid map and feature map. First, grid map uses probability estimation of the occupancy state of each cell in a spatial lattice. 1, 2 Usually this approach uses TOF only, and incrementally updates probability of cells with Bayesian conditional probability. Naturally, it is a dynamic map building inheriting stochastic model. Since empty space can be easily represented by empty cells, it can be easily adapted to navigation. 3 However, for area detection, it has somewhat poor resolution due to grid size, and takes some time to make an admissible decision.
Second, feature map approach detects locations of objects that have predefined features. It usually requires multiple DOF measurements to locate an object by finding the center of arc formed by consecutive constant range, 4, 5 or means of triangular measurement. [6] [7] [8] For the management of map, extended Kalman filter is usually used. Also, its improved extensions 9 are proposed to deal with the bias caused by first-order linearization. By using the point or line detection scheme, it can be more accurate and faster than grid map. However, it easily fails or takes time to obtain enough measurement set at once, and it cannot analyze or utilize the imperfect data set (i.e. single echo alone). There is also a method which combines feature map with stochastic model. 10, 11 In this approach, the data correspondence ambiguity is differentiated from measurement ambiguity due to noise. Resolving these ambiguities, data can be analyzed more completely. However, there is still a problem that the algorithm is complex to implement, since it manages the entire world which contains many targets. For large scale environments, there is a method 12 that divides the global area into local maps to save memory and processing time, while preserving the statistical details. However, it has some limitations by the resemblance between local maps and the covariance of robot position.
To solve the relative slowness of sound, a method was suggested to increase the firing speed and filter out crosstalk by alternating transmitting delays and detecting time differences. 13 Such an approach increases the number of scanning in a given time. On the contrary, if the same amount of information is extracted with fewer measurements, the overall sensing speed can be increased. Indeed, in a reflected signal, there is so much information about the environment that it is hard to discriminate each parameter separately. However, in an ordinary indoor environment, the signal is spectacularly reflected on most objects like mirror, and hence a simplified analysis is possible. Also, in many cases, repetitive measurements usually show redundant information on the targets, since considerable area is covered by a single scan due to beam width. In other words, specular reflection and beam width of airborne sonar that were defects in measuring TOF only, can be advantageous in ultrasonic map building if other parameters of echo are measured and managed adequately. Among the information details in a signal, the amplitude of the signal (AOS), in addition to TOF, is useful, since it is well modeled on specular environments and has obvious characteristics which is easy to measure. To use these merits, a feature-based map building will be more adequate than a grid-based map building, since a reflection of signal can be modeled in detail.
There were several results about amplitude of ultrasonic signal in air. A reflection model for several targets, such as corners, edges, and walls, was suggested, 14 and it became a fundamental model for many other researches. In this model, only the spreading loss was considered and the loss is assumed to be compensated by an auto-gain amplifier. However, there is another absorbing loss caused by the viscosity of air, 15 and an auto-gain amplifier has a certain restriction in measuring analog signal such as AOS, since an auto-gain amplifier in a conventional ranging circuit like the Polaroid 6500 series ranging module uses a set of discrete gains. There was a simplified amplitude model using an exponential function instead of a Bessel one, and it was used to discriminate plane and corner by comparing the magnitude of amplitudes from two sensors. 7 To use this algorithm, multiple signals from two sensors must be measured at a point, and the discriminating angle is narrowed. There was a method that thoroughly investigates the relation of reflector and reflected signals in terms of energy, duration, and range, and then discriminates the targets in accordance with their roughness. 16 In this method, a normalization of energy after dense scanning at a point is required for template matching; this can restrict the overall speed. Amplitude was used to determine the direction by checking the center point of a constant range arc that shows the maximum amplitude. 5, 17 This algorithm detects the accurate angle of a target. However, it can't be used without dense scanning at point. Also, the amplitude ratio of signals from two sensors was used to compare and reject erroneous inclination angle to a target calculated from TOF only. 18 In this method, the amplitude variation with distance was not considered in the model, therefore an error of a relevant calculation using amplitude will be affected by distance, and a usable angle is narrowed by the requirement of multiple signals from two sensors at a point.
These previous researches show the usefulness of amplitude information, and are applicable to many situations. However, these methods have common shortcomings, such as a requirement of multiple measurements at a point, inability to use a single echo solely, no integrated utilization of amplitude for the location and the type of targets, and high A/D conversion rates for measuring amplitude which burden matched filtering from many aspects.
In this paper, we propose a method utilizing AOS in addition to TOF as measurements for map building. Even for a single measurement, which has been treated as useless and remained roughly in the previous feature map building, it can be incorporated into the process immediately by using amplitude, without waiting for other measurements to make a data set. To manage each implicit echo, a target group is introduced, which contains multiple hypothesized targets initiated from the same measurement and one of them must be true. As tools to manage targets, we use an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and Bayesian conditional probability (BCP) to obtain the advantages both from feature and grid based map, such as the accuracy of featured target and the ability to manage implicit data. The comparison with other methods is summarized in Table I .
In Section 2, the environment model composed of targets and the measurement model are defined. Using these models, a map building process is developed in Section 3. Experimental setup and results are shown in Section 4, and finally we conclude in Section 5 with a discussion about the advantages and the defects of the proposed method.
PROBLEM DEFINITION

Environment Model
We assume that a mobile robot navigates in an unknown indoor environment composed of static vertical walls, and the location of mobile robot is known via odometry. From the assumption of vertical walls, the environment can be modeled in a two-dimensional space. Since most of walls meet perpendicular to each other, the world can be considered as a set of targets, such as planes, corners, and edges. 14 However, from a single measurement, it is almost impossible to discriminate the type of target. Hence, we introduce a target group -a set of hypothesized targets originated from the same measurement. The environment map M is defined as a set of target groups G i , which is composed of several hypothetical targets T ij , like planes, corners, edges, or false of which only one is true.
Among the hypothetical targets, the false one is a special target, i.e. the measurement initiating a target group is false. Since one of the hypotheses in a target group is true, the sum of probability of all targets in a target group is 1.
where c ij is the existence probability of jth target in ith group. Initially, for a single measurement there can be maximally 7 hypothesized targets in a target group. That is, it must be true that the target is one of the right or left planes, right or left corners, right or left edges, or false. Since AOS is symmetrical to the normal direction of sensor, an initial estimated target from a single measurement has the same probabilities of being right or left to the line-ofsight of a sensor. Therefore, both right and left targets are hypothesized for each type of target. Through repeated measurements in any order, a target in a target group is singled out as a result.
Since only a part of the target can be measured directly by an ultrasonic sensor, the parameters for a target are grouped into two categories, X ij and Y ij : Direct measurable parameters in X ij are used in EKF, and indirect measurable parameters in Y ij are calculated by a simple accumulation of measured boundaries. ∑ ij is an error covariance of X ij . In other words, X ij and Y ij express the location and the posture of a target, and ∑ ij and c ij mean the error bound and the confidence in it.
In an ideal case when all parameters are perfectly known, ∑ ij and c ij will be zero matrix and 1, respectively.
= P i j if the hypothesized target is a plane. C i j if the hypothesized target is a corner. E i j if the hypothesized target is a edge. F i j if the hypothesized target is false.
Plane P ij is considered as a line segment whose parameters are the location x ij , y ij of a perpendicular point on its extended line from the origin, and a reference amplitude A 0 i j measured at standard range and angle. As indirect parameters, the distances a ij , b ij from a projected origin to the two end points of a line segment are used to indicate the range occupied by a plane as shown in Figure 1 . Edge E ij is the same as corner except that the lines meet convexly (Figure 1(c) ). False F ij is a special component meaning that the measurement initiating a target group is false, and other targets in a target group are phantoms or do not exist. Hence the assumption that it has only one parameter to express the probability of the target group is false. Parameters for each type of targets are as follows:
where superscript T means a transpose of a matrix and X ij denotes an estimation of X ij . In all equations of this paper, a hat on a variable means estimation or prediction. 
Measurement Model of TOF and AOS
The sensor at time k is expressed by the center position x S (k), y S (k) and the heading angle S (k) in global Cartesian coordinates as
We assume a knowledge of a sensor location at time k.
For the three types of targets -plane, corner and edgethe traveling paths of sound are sketched in Figure 2 . Through geometrical calculation, the traveling distance of sound z ij (k) and the azimuthal angle ij (k) of a sensor S(k) to a target T ij are easily calculated as
for corner and edge (10)
for corner and edge (11) The measurement model is established from the geometrical relation z ij (k), ij (k) of a target and sensor, and the reference amplitude A 0 ij of a target. Measurements Z(k) are considered as a set of elements composed of TOF t ij (k) and AOS A ij (k):
TOF has one geometrical parameter, the traveling distance of sound z ij (k). For simplicity, the errors in t ij (k) are represented as an additive noise w t , and the speed of sound v is assumed to be constant. For the accurate estimation of the range to a target, it is worth referring to Sabatini's research. 19 However, this is out of the scope of this paper that aims to effectively utilize AOS, hence we did not include the estimation of v. AOS has two geometrical parameters z ij (k), ij (k) and a reference amplitude A 0 ij of a target. The errors in A ij (k) are also simplified as an additive noise w A . It is assumed that the attenuation constant by air absorption and the half angle 0 of the beam width are constant and predetermined. Eq. (12) is rewritten in detail as follows:
where the traveling distance ratio z r = z ij (k)/z 0 for a plane and corner, and z r = z ij (k) 2 /z 2 0 for an edge. 8 In view of the attenuation factor's absorption, the proposed model is distinct from the traditional ones and experimental results are well matched with it.
Finally, our map building is defined as a kind of matching and tracking of unknown static targets in the real world with the measurements composed of TOF and AOS.
MAP BUILDING
The overall procedure for map building is shown in Figure  3 . At each iteration, the list of targets that are predicted to be measurable at a current sensor position, are extracted from the previous map and compared with current measurements. According to the matching result, the location and existence probability of targets are updated properly. For a concise map, if a target has a too low existence probability, it is deleted from the map. If two targets are located very near, then they are merged into one. In the process, the location and existence probability of targets are mainly updated by the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and Bayesian conditional probability (BCP), and not only TOF but also AOS measurements are directly used in calculation. 
Prediction and Matching
Using the measurement model, the reflected signal is predicted for all previously known targets, and checked whether it is observable or not. That is, if a target T ij is predicted that it has a measurable signal and position at time k, then it is selected into an observable target set O(k). To be a measurable signal, the predicted TOF t ij (k) must be less than the limit of range, and the predicted AOS Â ij (k) must be larger than noise:t i j (k) ≤ t th r andÂ ij (k) ≤ A th r (14) In the traditional calculations of TOF and AOS, a plane was treated as an infinite line, and a corner or an edge as a point with a 360° open angle. However, there are geometric bounds such as a ij , b ij , or ␣ ij , ␤ ij as shown in Figure 1 . Using these geometric bounds, we also check whether the sensor is located at a measurable position, as shown in Figure 4 . To be a measurable position, it must satisfy the following:
for a corner ␤ ij Ϫ where is the maximal distance separation of measurements for a plane, and the measuring positions d ij (k) and ␦ ij (k) ared
In the early stages of map building, geometric bounds of target are unknown and are estimated by a simple accumulation of measuring positions. Hence, measuring positions can be out of the current estimated bounds, but not real bounds. Also, the reflection points of plane are on a line, and there is a need to discriminate whether the point is on the continuous wall or on a separate plane like two walls having an open door between them. To consider these, , /2, and 3/2 are used, respectively, in Eq. (15) . After selecting observable targets into O(k), the predicted measurements from these are matched to the observed one to calculate the location and the probability of targets. In this procedure, a validation gate is used to determine which target is related to the measurement. 20 A validation gate is constructed with an observed measurement
, and covariance of prediction ⍀ ij (k) which is the innovation covariance of EKF in the next subsection.
If the output of the validation gate is less than a given threshold ␥ Z , we consider that the measurement is matched with the target. m ij is an indicator variable to denote it as
In general, there are three kinds of match between a measurement and a target. First, for no matched targets for a measurement a new target has to be added to the map. Second, for a matched target and measurement the target has to be refined. Finally, when no matched measurement is provided for a target which is predicted to be measurable, then the target is unlikely to exist. A validation gate doesn't mean an absolute relation of a measurement and a target, but just a possibility of a relation. Hence we allow a measurement to be matched to multiple targets.
Location and Probability
Through EKF and BCP, the location and the probability of targets in a map are updated from the matching results of prediction and measurement at every scanning period. In general, EKF is not optimal, but it works efficiently with several advantages, such as a restricted complexity filter (a similar format as that used for linear system) and recursive form (no need to keep previous measurements). BCP also provides a good framework to manage the correspondence uncertainty in a recursive form.
Initially, there are no known targets in the map, and all signals will be measured without prediction. Such unpredicted measurement denotes a new target group in a map and there can be a maximum of 7 hypothesized targets. The initial location X ij (0) for each target in a new target group is calculated using the inverse of the measurement model in Eqs. (10)- (13) with a preset Â 0 (0), and the initial posturê Y ij (0) using the measuring positions in Eqs. (16) and (17) . The initial covariance ∑ ij (0) is set to a maximum of possible errors, and the initial existence probability c ij (0) is set to 1/n T i , equally.
To use EKF, initial values are needed, and there are generally two kinds of methods to set them: One method awaits several measurements in advance, and uses a result from them as initial values; the other method provides default values with large enough variances to accommodate initial errors. The former method will be good for cases when multiple measurements are intrinsically required, like measuring velocities of moving targets with positioning sensors. The latter will be adequate for cases when the parameters are almost stationary in a certain range, and can be directly calculated from each measurement. From these facts, in our experiments, the latter is used in order to utilize as many measurements as possible.
In the case of a predicted and measured signal, the location of target is updated by EKF. From the assumption of static targets, the plant model has a time invariant form without errors, and errors only exist in the measurement model, as follows:
where the linearized model from Eq. (13) is used with
The measurement error w Z (k) has an error covariance R z .
Using the above linearized model, EKF is constructed as follows:
where the filter gain K ij (k) and innovation covariance ⍀ ij (k) are given by
In the case of a matched target and measurement, the indirect measurable parameters are also updated by simple accumulations of minimum and maximum values aŝ
The existence probability c ij of target is updated by BCP that represents the current probability in the provision of a previous one with the current measurement. This approach is based on the same concept as previous results.
10,11
However, by using the target group and assumption of static targets, our algorithm is easier to implement. The principal form of BCP is as follows:
where Z k denotes measurements up to time k, that is {Z(k), Z k Ϫ 1 }. The last term in Eq. (29) is a previous probability of the target, and the denominator p is a normalizing factor bound by summing the numerator over the values of j in a target group. The first term in numerator is the likelihood of measurement Z(k) given the hypothesized target T ij . It is changed appropriately for the following three cases: Increasing probability when predicted and detected target; decreasing when predicted but undetected; and not changed when unpredicted.
For the case of a predicted and detected target, we assume the measurement has a Gaussian probability density function with a zero mean and variance ⍀ ij like
To ensure an increasing existence probability, the Gaussian PDF plus unit is used for the likelihood of measurements. Without adding a unit it also works, but the speed of convergence to a target can be slower. For the case the of a predicted but undetected target, we have no measurements. Hence, we normally assume the constant probability P D for detection, and use 1 Ϫ P D as an undetectable probability.
Therefore, the final expression for updating the existence probability is
where if T ij O(k) then o ij is 1, else 0.
Management
As mentioned in the previous section, the location and the probability of a target are calculated by EKF and BCP. Whenever the probability of a target is changed in a target group, the overall probabilities are normalized to satisfy Eq. (3). Through this normalization, unpredicted and unmeasured targets are also changed in their probabilities with relation to others in the target group. In the process of map building, by the effect of sensing path or imprecise parameters, there can be multiple targets being treated as different, but are actually the same. For example, two segments on a plane that are measured by an outward rotating sensing path can be differentiated initially, but actually they are in the same plane and merged into one as the length of them is growing. Also, merging is needed to combine hypothesized targets located closely in a target group, i.e. the merging of targets is needed to make a concise map.
As a criterion of merging, the distance between two targets with the same type is checked. In merging two targets, the location parameters X ij and its covariance ∑ ij are simply averaged, and the posture parameters Y ij are merged as Eqs. (27) and (28). The existence probability c ij is calculated by averaging two targets in different target groups, and by summing in the same target group. For preventing a divergence of hypothesized targets by merging different target groups, targets in differing groups are merged only when a single target, except a false one, is left in each group. As we proceed with map building, the unlikely target assumes a low probability and if its value is below the threshold c min , then it is deleted from the map and the target group is normalized again. This procedure removes phantom and incorrect hypothesized targets and singles out the correct ones.
Summary of Procedure
A summary of the overall procedure is as follows:
Step 1. From the previous world map M(k Ϫ 1), construct an observable target set O(k) using targets expected to be measurable at the current sensor position S(k). In the procedure, the expected measurement
T for target T ij is calculated using the measurement model in Eqs. (10)- (13), and checked using Eqs. (14)- (17) .
Step 2. Obtain a new measurement Z(k) composed of TOF t and AOS A. Step 3. Calculate the validation gate V Z to match the measurement Z(k) and the prediction Ẑ ij (k).
Step 4. According to the matching results of the validation gate V Z , calculate the location and the probability of each target for the following three cases through EKF and BCP. Case (i). If the measurement is not matched for any known targets, then add a new target group G n G +1 into the map. Case (ii). If a previously known target is detected, then update the parameters of target T ij using EKF and BCP. Case (iii). If a previously known target which is predicted to be measurable is not detected, then decrease the existence probability c ij of target using BCP.
Step 5. Finally, for the sake of obtaining a concise map, if the same type of targets is located near enough, then merge them into one, and if the existence probability c ij of targets is lower than the threshold c min , then delete it. Also, whenever there is any change in a target group, normalize the existence probabilities of all targets in the group.
Step 6. Repeat the above procedures with k = k + 1 as the robot moves.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental setup
To measure both TOF and AOS, we made an ultrasonic ranging board for PC as depicted in Figure 5 . Using 8254 programmable interval time (PIT), the transmitting pulse width, number, and delay can be chosen arbitrarily. The pulsed output of 8254 PIT is amplified through a Darlington transistor pair and a transformer. An instrument grade electrostatic transducer of the Polaroid sensor 21 is used to transmit the signal, and a DC 150 V bias is applied to it for the maximum receiving sensitivity.
The received signal is buffered by an op-amp and a peakdetector instead of auto-gain amplifier usually found in conventional ranging board. By using a peak-detector, the required sampling frequency is lowered, and consequently it decreases the burden of computing like the convolution in a matched filter. In our setup, a 16 bit 1 MHz counter and 200 kHz 12 bit A/D converter are used to measure the TOF and the AOS of peaks in a 50 kHz ultrasonic signal. The peak sampled signals are transferred into memory using a DMA on ISA bus, which was able to accommodate 3 channels at once in real-time.
The signal measured by our ranging board is processed with a matched filter scheme. To use a matched filter, a reference signal is prerecorded and shifted to the time origin. In this procedure, the zero time of a reference signal is deviated by the effect of threshold as depicted in Figure 6 . This time deviation ⌬ is predetermined by the calibration, and subtracted from the peak time mf of matched filter to obtain the exact TOF t as
where r is the distance of a sensor to a target, i.e. r = z/2. For AOS A, the peak value of the output of a matched filter is used in our experiments. The maximum range of a Polaroid sensor is 10 m 21 hence the maximum transmitting rate is limited to about 17 Hz; we waited about 60 msec for the disappearance of a previous signal. For the computation of matched filtering and map building, it took less than 100 msec with Pentium II 266 MHz CPU and unoptimized code, including display and file writing. The overall sensing rate over 10 Hz is possible by an overlapping measuring and computing time with our setup. If a more optimized code and faster CPU are used, this can be improved into a maximum transmitting rate.
Characteristics of TOF and AOS
In this subsection, the characteristics of TOF and AOS are examined with simple iterative measurements and least squares estimation (LSE). In Figure 7 , typical examples of TOF and AOS measured on a constant range are shown for a plane, a corner, and an edge with variations of the angles.
At each point, data are measured with 5 iterations. Small circles indicate the mean values, and dotted lines indicate 3 from it. In the AOS graph a solid line is plotted using the parameters extracted by least squares estimation, and in the TOF graph by the averaging of data.
With a single sensor at a single point, the rotational measurement shows almost the same TOF and AOS patterns for any type of targets in an indoor environment, but the reference amplitude A 0 is differed according to its type, surface roughness, etc. Ideally, if a corner has a right open angle and the same surfaces, then it will show the same reference amplitude with a plane. However, in a real environment, a corner doesn't have a perfect right angle and may show the different reference amplitude according to its open angle. In an edge, the reflected signal has a very much lower amplitude than a plane or a corner, hence the detectable angle is narrower than others. With variations of range, rotational measurements with a single sensor are repeated and the parameters of TOF and AOS are estimated using LSE. The results are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 , and the estimated parameters in Tables II and  III. In using matched filter, TOF errors can be mimimized by considering the deviation of zero time in a reference signal. The effectiveness of zero time compensation is clearly shown in Figure 8 . In this experiment, we used 50 pulsed signals to ensure a large amplitude in a long range, differing from a 16 pulsed signal in a conventional ranging board with an auto-gain amplifier. Typical estimated time deviations are shown in Table II , i.e. 6~7 pulses in starting are ignored by the threshold in our 50 kHz triggered signal. With the consideration of this time deviation, the overall range error was roughly in ± 1 cm for 3 m.
To measure the reference amplitude A 0 of a target, the maximum amplitude at = 0 is estimated using LSE from each of bell-shaped graphs, like Figure 7 , and it is compensated to cancel the effects of dispersion with range Maximal distance separation of measurements for a plane 0.5 m and absorption by air, as shown in Figure 9 . Ranges measured by hand were used. Typical examples of a reference amplitude and attenuation constant are shown in Table III . As shown in Figure 9 (c), the estimated reference amplitudes A 0 were almost constant with ranges and differed by targets. In Figure 9 (c), with the values estimated by LSE, theoretical values are also plotted using the approximated maximum theoretical attention 1.64 db/m which is from f 100 db/ft, where f is an operating frequency in kHz. 15 They are also well agreed with experiments, and errors due to imprecise are negligible. Therefore, in our other experiments, the approximated maximum theoretical attenuation constant is used. The half beam width 0 obtained by LSE using an exponential model was 15°.
Map Building
The proposed method was performed in a real indoor environment consisting of two planes, one corner and one edge, as depicted in Figure 10 . The sensor was moved from (0 m, 0 m) to (2.0 m, 0 m) with 0.5 m step, and at each point it rotates from 0° to 90° with varying incremental steps. In this experiment, 0.9°, 1.8°, 3.6°, and 9.0° were used as incremental steps of rotation. The parameters used in our map building are shown in Table IV .
As shown in Figure 11 , when the rotation step was small, type discrimination and localization of targets were well achieved, like in other methods. 4, 5 The type and the location of sensor-measured targets are indicated with solid line (-) for a plane and points ( + , x) for a corner and edge; the hand-measured environments are depicted by dotted lines. Triangles indicate positions of the robot when its heading angle rotated from 0° to 90°. The result showed very small For a single sensor, there is a certain sensing path that cannot intrinsically discriminate between a plane and a corner, such as rotational scanning at a single point or move in the normal direction to targets. In our sensing path, the plane located at the right side in the map was such a case, and, even then, the hypothetical targets were well managed that the existence probabilities for the type of plane and corner were comparable with each other.
Not only for the dense scanning, but also for the sparse scanning, almost the same results are obtained except for a small decrease of existence probabilities and a little increase of covariances. In Figure 12 , a typical result with 9.0°r otation step is shown, and the targets' probability is larger than 0.1 depicted with 4 ellipses. Because of fewer measurements than dense scanning, some targets aren't singled out yet, and the covariances are larger. Nevertheless, the errors of targets were as small as the case of dense scanning, and the correct target was selectable with proper thresholding of the existence probability. That is, even if a few measurements are obtained from sparse scanning, by using AOS in addition to TOF, the location and the type of target are estimated to be almost the same in the case of dense scanning. The only difference is covariance and existence probability, i.e. area and level of confidence for a hypothesized target.
The estimated parameters for each target are shown with variations of the rotating step in Tables V-VIII. Direct parameters X and existence probability c are shown, and indirect parameters Y and covariance matrix ∑ are omitted for simplicity. In each target group, a target, which has the highest existence probability, is checked by ͙, and the difference between estimated and real value is presented. Regardless of a step, most of the positional errors in x, y were less than a few centimetres, and the error in the reference amplitude A 0 was also less than the variance of measurement (300 in our experiments). By changing the incremental step, the iteration of scanning was greatly reduced from 505 to 55. However, the errors weren't affected. The only exception was an edge in the map with a 9.0° rotation step which was estimated from extremely few measurements, i.e. once or twice. Even for such few measurements and without previous information of a target, the position errors are less than half of the region expected by TOF only.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a feature-based probabilistic map building that directly utilizes TOF and AOS of a sonar. By using AOS in the measurement model, the directional ambiguity due to beam width is reduced, and the number of scanning can be significantly decreased with results similar to dense scanning. Consequently, the scanning speed is increased by a reduction of scanning. For discriminating the sign of inclination and the type of target, a target group is managed to express the possibilities of the hypothetical targets initiated from a measurement, and the correct one in it is singled out by using EKF and BCP. Also, when the type of target is intrinsically indistinguishable by a specific sensing path, the existence probabilities of hypothesized targets are well shown to be similar.
The proposed method is designed for a fast and reliable recognition of an environment without significant loss of accuracy or information. By using an amplitude that much fluctuates because of temperature or air-flow, errors may be larger than by methods using TOF only. However, as shown in experiments, the errors are less than a few centimetres, and we can estimate the bound of errors generated from TOF and AOS, respectively. In other words, the errors from AOS aren't added to the errors from TOF, and we have just another new measurement to reduce the directional errors due to the beam width.
In the proposed method there is no specific requirement for a sensing path, and the map can be managed without discriminating dense or sparse scanning. Therefore, it will be useful as a basis framework for an adaptive sensing path which varies its sensing step depending on a certain state of robot, instead of a static sensing path. 
